home de kelders

Natural
Geographic

Rooted between mountains and sea, a De Kelders
home has been transformed into a striking yet
peaceful space that is in synch with nature
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opposite Everyone who was involved
in the building of this seaside home,
from the builder and the labourers
to the owners, left their mark on this
wall by drawing a line in the wet
cement, to great visual effect
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Puriri tree angles out from the bank. “That tree is still growing-its an
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along the length of the living space form the structure of the home and had to be assembled on site.
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A living space that is in perfect harmony with its inhabitants has a feeling that reaches
beyond the sum of its parts. Neil Stemmet’s De Kelders home, near Gansbaai, has a spirit of quiet kindness,
thoughtful generosity and a relaxed ease where there’s space for both lively conversation and rejuvenating silence.
What’s even more remarkable, then, in this house that feels like an old friend, is that the building has only
just been completed and Neil and his partner David Patrick moved in very recently. The first few pages of the
guest book are still celebrating the honeymoon phase of first times – first visitor, first braai (to celebrate with their
builder, Hennie Kriel) and first lazy lunch on the stoep overlooking a slope of brick and pastel holiday homes and
a sweep of sparkling ocean.
Neil, who heads up Koncept Design and Architecture, has a rare gift: he can quickly create interiors that
appear long established. This is the case with his new home – he put the decor together in under a month. The
grounds and architectural structure, however, grew slowly and organically.
The indigenous garden was planted years ago, when Neil first bought the property and long before building
plans were conceptualised. Plants were chosen for aesthetic and functional reasons – low-maintenance blossoming
types soften the landscape while the tough and thorny variety mesh together into a natural boundary. The
vegetation also provides a natural screen high enough to allow privacy and low enough to frame the view.
As for the architecture, Neil drew inspiration from the design principles of Tadao Ando, Frank Lloyd Wright
and Mies van der Rohe. He wanted the house on this insignificant corner plot to disappear into the hill and
become part of the landscape, and yet contain the grace and practicalities of an old Overberg country cottage.
This was the antithesis of the original brick home that dominated the property. With the help of his builder and
a draftsman, new plans were carefully conceived for the modernist structure he envisaged. However, during the
process of rebuilding the house, unforeseen changes were made. ‘People would come to the house and say “I’d
do it like this” and we’d see a new possibility and change things. Every day we’d change a line or adapt for a
new function. It’s as if the house became the owner and dictated its own design and format. And now it’s exactly
as it should be,’ says Neil.
Opposed to mass-produced, factory-made materials of inferior quality, Neil took the long route in building this
home and chose to include remnants of the previous house and what the land yielded. Cement tiles were handcast on site and used as exterior stepping-stones and bathroom tiles. Old vibracrete perimeter walls were taken
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‘The house evolved around what is special
to us: privacy, space, views without being
viewed, the flow of air, being able to
watch the reflection of the moon on the
ocean and sleep with the windows open’

A canal on the sea-facing
side of the house functions as a
cooling system; the home, screened
by indigenous foliage was built to
disappear into its surroundings; water
and fire: cement stepping stones
traverse the canal while burnt branches
found nearby create a natural screen

from left
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A cabinet of curiosities and a collection
of books and magazines wordlessly tell
the story of Neil’s life
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The linear lines make for an impressive contrast to the organic forms of the vegetation. opposite Bedroom: The bedroom wallpapered with
Osbourne & Little red crimson wallpaper contrasts with the green and white of the house. “The idea was to inject the house with some softness, says
Tate. “and to inject some luxury because the house is quite masculine.” The beige-black antler cushion on the bed is from Eon Design Centre in Auckland
as is the clear table lamp seen on the Wenge sideboard designed by Tate. A Vernor Panton “S” chair sits near the window and the wooden sleigh bed
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A modular glass structure designed by architect Chris
Tate and set in the densely forested hills of Titirangi outside Auckland,
New Zealand, is a sharp contrast to its environs - the linear lines of
the structure versus the natural organic forms of the vegetation. So
surreal and at odds is it with the jungle vegetation, it appears almost
as if it could have been digitally photo-shopped into the lush green
setting.
From the road above, the building appears as a long rectangular
black slab pressed down onto the valley bed, and punctuated with a
set of skylights. A narrow set of timber stairs snakes down to reach the
100 square metre home Tate shares with his wife Jen Svrcek. ‘There
is no driveway access, it’s about being disconnected from the street,’
says Tate. The slim staircase leads the descent to outdoor decks that
were dropped to form platforms. Tate wanted the platforms to feel
like
the forest
floor inrather
than reading
this page
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kitchen as an extension of the home.
From
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bring
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Thehome
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curtains
andset
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couch contrast
except
massive,
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andconcept was more about the
environment
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theheavy
house,’
says Tate.
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glass
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wooden
furniture
simple
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experience
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a feature
wall reminiscent
house
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Gustav -Klimt’s
‘Theadding
Kiss’ another dimension to the building.
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An ancient Puriri tree arches out from the bank and curves its
thick sinuous branch around the back of the house, framing its rear
aspect. ‘The whole house was designed around the arch of that tree,
the curve of that trunk. I wanted it to be the focus- a sort of gateway
into the house.’
As Chris is a proponent of ‘touching the earth lightly,’ the house was
designed around the forest with a minimum impact on the environment.
‘The idea was to link up the gulley with a transparent bridge which
connected on both sides of the ravine and was cantilevered off poles
so that none of the land, trees or environment was disturbed. ‘There
are no concrete foundations or retaining walls, nothing damaging
the land,’ says Tate. The design excluded excavation or light leveling.
Trees were protected with scaffolding and 16 poles were sunk into the
earth and the house, constructed upon them. Steel flinch beams were
then assembled and raised on site.
Tate envisioned the design: two flat white planes – white painted
wooden floorboards and a white ceiling – sandwiched between the
vertical lines of the matte black aluminum frames and columns with
the green of the forest beyond. The result is stunning. Sunlight filters
in through leaves creating a green hue and dappled patterns form
on the floorboards while Tui birds flit through tree boughs outdoors.
‘The whole thing about being in a forest is that the forest provides
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down and, with the help of screed and paint, recycled as interior shelves. Sandstone mined while digging the
pool was laboriously hand-cut into the desired forms and used to clad exterior walls and pillars.
Climate was given deep consideration and helped shape aspects of the home. A glass wall protects the stoep
from wind. Windows were placed to maximise both views and privacy, and were designed to be left open at
night, allowing cross-ventilation of the cool sea air without compromising security. A lengthy canal runs along
the sea-facing side of the house, and sunbeams bounce off the water to dapple the interior with sparkling
reflections. On hot summer nights, warm air is cooled as it flows in over the water, while solar-powered underfloor heating and a vast central fireplace make it cosy during winter.
Inside, Neil has curated a universe filled with the things that he loves and has acquired over a lifetime.
A white floor and ceiling form a pure shell in the open-plan living area within which he has created spaces
within spaces. ‘I believe that the process of sharing spaces is so important,’ explains Neil. ‘It all ties in to how
we should live and how we should treat each other.’
Here, there’s room for doing things and sharing quality time together: preparing food, dining, contemplating
the view, playing the piano, working through the extensive film library and exploring the vast cabinet, the
contents of which tell the story of Neil’s passions and journeys. At the heart of the myriad of books, vessels,
sculptures, clocks and blocks of National Geographics is a copy of A Cabinet of Natural Curiosities. The title
encapsulates the owner’s inquisitive nature and mirrors the home’s natural elements that form a curious thread
of contrast in a modern context. The trunk of a myrtle tree becomes a pillar that disguises a skew interior wall
while, throughout the home, various found horns, an animal skull and clusters of crustaceans form sculptural
display pieces. An enviable collection of artworks is hung throughout the house, but it is a feature wall consisting
of cross-sections of branches and tree trunks, and reminiscent of Gustav Klimt’s ‘The Kiss’, that steals the show.
An abundance of thought has been poured into this dwelling – and yet some of its rewards are unexpected.
‘By accident rather than design, the acoustics in this house are amazing,’ says Neil. ‘At night we sit outside and
the music becomes part of the house and flows out into the darkness of the garden. This is the house of music.’ ■
Neil Stemmet for Koncept Design and Architecture % 082 373 3837.
to see more on this home, visit out blog
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www.elledeco.blogspot.com

‘throughout the home, various
found horns, an animal skull
and clusters of crustaceans
form sculptural display pieces’

Old and new combine as a
modern bed and antique side table
showcase two different approaches to
wood; hand-cast concrete tiles, beach
pebbles and a wooden bowl filled with
horns bring a natural dimension to the
bathroom; this throw knitted from T-shirt
material was bought from an empowerment
project in Uppington; old vibracrete walls
were recycled into slick built-in shelves
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